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they belong primarily to the lower, warmer, and moister parts of the
jungle on the Sorters of tHe" equatorial rainforest. Thus they are like
cacao in being more of a lowland and forest crop than are tea and coffee.
In Central America, the West Indies, and the northern part of South
America great corporations from the United States have cleared thousands
of acres of jungle and planted them with this easily raised fruit. One
great company employs many thousand men and has regular lines of
steamships to bring bananas and other tropical fruits to New Orleans,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. The fruit comes from
Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, and practically every other
Caribbean country and large island.
Rubber is raised in somewhat the same way as bananas. The prin-
cipal ^plantations are in the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and neighboring
islands including Ceylon. A small and diminisBmg'fraction of the world's
supply still comes from the wild trees of the forests of Central and South
America, but the plantation is of constantly increasing importance*
Still other tropical plants such as the nuoilajiemp of the Philippines
—the best of fibers for strong twine and rope—have their home in the
jungle, but are gradually tieing raisecT more" and more exclusively in
plantations. The same is true of indigo, which is still raised in large
quantities in India and Java in spite^bFthe great use of aniline dyes
made from coal tar.
The sweet bark of the cinnamon tree, raised especially in Ceylon, is
another sample of the many tropical products which are increasingly
used by Europeans and Americans, and which lend themselves to planta-
tion agriculture.
Sugar as an Illustration of a Plantation Product
Its Importance. The most important plantation crop is sugar. Two
hundred years ago, the average person in England consumed less than 4
pounds of sugar per year, and the average American still less. Before
the first World War the average English consumption was almost 100
pounds, and the American over 80. Today sugar has become such an
important food that the average English-speaking person consumes a
third as much of it as of wheat. Ordinarily people do not realize the
importance of the sugar supply, but during both world wars almost
everyone realized it* In New York in 1918 a temporary shortage actually
led to riots in which mobs broke into stores that were supposed to have
a supply. For many months no one was permitted to buy more than a
pound or two at a time, and the names of the buyers were carefully
recorded so that no one might get more than his share.

